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. I’lam: Anti-Israel NGO seeks “to develop and empower the Arab media and to give voice to
Palestinian issues.”
. Immigrant Defense Project: To advance the cause of illegal immigrants, the IDP provides
immigration law backup support and counseling to N.Y defense attorneys and others who represent
or assist immigrants in criminal justice and immigration systems, as well as to immigrants themselves.
. Immigrant Legal Resource Center: Claims to have helped gain amnesty for some 3 million illegal
aliens in the U.S., and in the 1980s was part of the sanctuary movement which sought to grant asylum
to refugees from the failed Communist states of Central America.
. Immigrant Workers Citizenship Project: Open Borders organization advocates mass immigration to
the U.S.
. Immigration Advocates Network: Alliance of immigrant-rights groups seeks to “increase access to
justice for low-income immigrants and strengthen the capacisty of organizations serving them.”
. Immigration Policy Center: An advocate of open borders and contends that the massive influx of
illegal immigrants into America is due to U.S. government policy, since “the broken immigration
system, spurs unauthorized immigration in the first place.”
. Independent Media Center: Internet-based, news and events bulletin board represents an invariably
leftist, anti-capitalist perspective and serves as a mouthpiece for anti-globalization/anti-America
themes.
. Independent Media Institute: IMI administers the SPIN Project (Strategic Press Information
Network), which provides leftist organization with “accessible and affordable strategic
communications consulting, training, coaching, networking opportunities and concrete tools” to help
them “achieve their social justice goals.”
. Institute for America’s Future: IAF supports socialized medicine, increased government funding for
education, and the creation of an infrastructure “to ensure that the voice of the progressive majority
is heard.”
. Institute for New Economic Thinking: Seeking to create a new worldwide “economic paradigm,”
this organization is staffed by numerous individuals who favor government intervention in national
economies, and who view capitalism as a flawed system.
. Institute for Policy Studies: Think tank has long supported Communist and anti-American causes
around the world. Viewing capitalism as a breeding ground for “unrestrained greed,” IPS seeks to

provide a corrective to “unrestrained markets and individualism.” Professing an unquestioning faith
in the righteousness of the United Nation, it aims to bring American foreign policy under UN control.
. Institute for Public Accuracy: Anti-American, anti-capitalist organization sponsored actor Sean
Penn’s celebrated visit to Baghdad in 2002. It also sponsored visits to Iraq by Democratic
Congressmen Nick Rahall and former Democrat Senator James Abourezk.
. Institute for Women’s Policy Research: Views the U.S. as a nation rife with discrimination against
women, and publishes research to draw attention to alleged state of affairs. It also advocates
unrestricted access to taxypayer-funded abortion-on-demand, stating that “access to abortion is
essential to the economic well being of women and girls.”
. International Crisis Group: One of this organization’s leading figures is it’s Mideast Director, Robert
Malley, who was President Bill Clinton’s Special Asst. for Arab-Israeli Affairs. His analysis of the
Mideast conflict is marked pro Palestinian.
. J Street: Anti Israel group warns that Israel’s choice to take military action to stop Hamas’ terrorist
attacks “will prove counter-productive and only deepen the cycle of violence in the region.”
. Jewish Funds for Justice: Views government intervention and taxpayer funding as crucial
components of enlightened social policy. Seeks to redistribute wealth from Jewish donors to lowincome communities “to combat the root causes of domestic economic and social injustice.” JFJ’s
reckoning, chief among those root causes are the inherently negative by-products of capitalism, most
notably racism and “gross economic inequality.”
. Joint Victory Campaign 2004: Founded by Soros and Harold Ickes, it was a major fundraising entity
for the Democrats during the ’04 election cycle. Collected contributions and disbursed them to 2
other groups, America Coming Together and the Media Fund, which also worked on behalf of the
Democrats.
. Justice at Stake: Coalition calls for judges to be appointed by nonpartisan, independent commissions
in a process known as “merit selection,” rather than elected by the voting public.
. LatinoJustice PRLDF: Supports bilingual education, the racial gerrymandering of voting districts,
and expanded rights for illegal aliens.
. Lawyers Committee for Civil rights Under Law: Views America as an unremittingly racist nation;
use the courts to mandate race-based affirmative action preferences in business and academia; has
filed briefs against the Dept. of Homeland Security’s efforts to limit the wholesale granting of green
cards and to identify potential terrorists; condemns the Patriot Act; and calls on Americans to
“recognize the contribution” of illegal aliens.
. League of United latin American Citizens: Views America as a nation plagued by “an alarming
increase in xenophobia and anti Hispanic sentiment”; favors racial preferences; supports the

legalization of illegal Hispanic aliens; opposes military surveillance of U.S. borders; opposes making
English America’s official language; favors open borders’ and rejects anti-terrorism legislation like the
Patriot Act.
. League of Women Voters Education Fund: Supports taxpayer-funded abortion-on-demand; supports
“motor-vote’ registration, which allows anyone with a driver’s license to become a voter, regardless of
citizenship status; and supports tax hikes and socialized medicine.
. League of Young Voters: Seeks to “empower young people nationwide” to “participate in the
democratic process and create progressive political change on the local state and nation levels.”
. Lynne Stewart Defense Committee: IRS records indicate that Soros’ Open Society Institute made a
Sep. ’02 grant of 20,000 to this organization. Stewart was a the criminal defense attorney who was
later convicted for abetting her client the “blind sheik” Omar Abdel Rahman, in terrorist activities
connected with his Islamic Group.
. Maschom Watch: Describes itself as “as movement of Israeli women, peace activists from all sectors
of Israeli society, who oppose the Israeli occupation and the denial of Palestinians’ rights to move
freely in their land.”
. MADRE: International women’s organization deems America the world’s foremost violator of
human rights. As such, it seeks to “communicate the real life impact of U.S. policies on women and
families confronting violence, poverty and repression around the world” and to “demand alternatives
to destructive U.S. policies.” Also advocates unrestricted access to taxpayer funded abortion on
demand.
. Malcolm X Grassroots Movement: Views the U.S. as a nation replete with racism and discrimination
against blacks; seeks to establish an independent black nation in the southeastern United States; and
demands reparations for slavery.
. Massachusetts Immigrant and Refugee Advocacy Coalition: Group calls for the expansion of civil
rights and liberties for illegal aliens; laments that illegals aliens in America are commonly subjected
to “worker exploitation”’ supports tuition assistance programs for illegal aliens attending college; and
characterizes the Patriot Act as a “very troubling” assault on civil liberties.
. Media Fund: Soros played a major role in creating this group, whose purpose was to conceptualize,
produce, and place political ads on TV, radio, print and the Internet.
. Media Matters for America: A “web-based, not for profit, progressive research and information
center” seeking to “systematically monitor a cross section of print, broadcast, cable, radio, and
Internet media outlets for conservative misinformation.” Group works closely with the Soros back
Center for American Progress, and is heavily funded by Democracy Alliance, of which Soros is a
major financier.

. Mercy Corp: Vis a vis the Arab-Israeli conflict, mercy Corps places all the for the Palestinian
poverty and suffering directly on Israel.
. Mexican American Legal Defense and Education Fund: Advocates opened borders, free college
tuition for illegal aliens, lowered educational standards to accommodate Hispanics, and voting rights
for criminals. In MALDEF’s view, supporters of making English the official language of the U.S. are
“motivated by racism and anti immigrant sentiments,” while advocates of sanctions against employers
reliant on illegal labor seek to discriminate against “brown skinned people.”
. Meyer, Suozzi, English and Klein, PC: Influential defender of Big Labor is headed by Democrat
operative Harold Ickes.
, Midwest Academy: Entity trains radical activist in the tactics of direct action, targeting,
confrontation, and intimidation.
. Migration Policy Institute: Seeks to create a “a North America with gradually disappearing border
controls, with permanent migration remaining at moderate levels.”
. Military Families Speak Out: Ascribes the U.S. invasion of Iraq to American imperialism and lust for
oil.
. Missourians Organizing for Reform and Empowerment: Group is the rebranded Missouri branch of
the now defunct, pro socialist, community organization ACORN.
MoveOn.org: Web based organization supports Democratic political candidates through fundraising,
advertising, and get out the vote drives.
. Ms. Foundation for Women: Laments what it views as the wide spread and enduring flaws of
American society; racism, sexism, homophobia, and the violation of civil rights and liberties. It
focuses its philanthropy on groups that promote affirmative action for women, unfettered access to
taxpayer funded abortion on demand, amnesty for illegal aliens, and big government generally.
. Muslim Advocates: Opposed to U.S. counter terrorism strategies that make use of sting operations
and informants, MA characterizes such tactics as forms of “entrapment” that are inherently
discriminatory against Muslims.

